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Who am I? 
●  A former journalist 
●  Founded The Pixel Hunt in 2013 
●  Reality-inspired games maker 



What is Bury me, my Love? 





A reality-inspired game 
●  Based on true events 
●  Written with the help of Dana 
●  Designed to mimic the way 
migrants use messaging apps 



The ethics of reality-inspired games 
DO’s:  
Respect reality, gather 
documentation, listen to people 
 
DON’T: 
Be too player-centric.  

Federico Scoppa/CAPTA 



What we learned listening to migrants? 
●  Things go sideways 
●  Being connected with your loved ones 
is nice - it is also very hard 
●  Helplessness is the most difficult thing 
to deal with 



How did we translate it in the game? 



How did we translate it in the game? 
●  You are not on the ground (and it’s not even about you) 



Nour is « alive » 



Make Nour feel like a real person 
●  Nour is consistent 



Make Nour feel like a real person 
●  Nour is consistent  
●  Nour may lie to Majd 



Make Nour feel like a real person 
●  Nour is consistent  
●  Nour may lie to Majd 
●  Nour hesitates 



Majd’s advice 
sometimes sucks 

Nour is « alive » 



Most of the time, 
Majd’s in the dark 

Majd’s advice 
sometimes sucks 

Nour is « alive » 



Playing with waiting times 
●  Nour’s status 



Playing with waiting times 
● Very (very) short  
sessions 



How did we translate it in the game? 
●  You are not on the ground 
●  You are (often) not in control 



Nour’s variables 
●  Money 
●  Love 
●  Morale 



Different types of choices and impacts 
●  Direct decisions 



Different types of choices and impacts 
●  Direct decisions 
●  « Blind » decisions 



Different types of choices and impacts 
●  Direct decisions 
●  « Blind » decisions 
●  Cumulative influence 



Different types of choices and impacts 
●  Direct decisions 
●  « Blind » decisions 
●  Cumulative influence 

In any case, the variables are never displayed. 



Discarded:  
Mood indicator 

●  Too extradiegetic 



How did we translate it in the game? 
●  You are not on the ground 
●  You are not in control 
●  Life is not fair (and death is part of it) 
 



Bury me, my Love’s Endings 
19 different outcomes

Good

In-between

Bad

Death

39 end states

Good

In-between

Bad

Death



The Smuggler sequence 



The Smuggler sequence 



The Smuggler sequence 



The Smuggler sequence 

Nour is OK 



The Smuggler sequence 

Nour is OK 

Nour somehow  
makes it 



The Smuggler sequence 

Nour is OK 

Nour somehow  
makes it 



How did we translate it in the game? 
●  You are not on the ground 
●  You are not in control 
●  Life is not fair 
●  It’s the journey that matters 
 











It’s the journey that matters 

●  No save points 



It’s the journey that matters 

●  No save points 
●  When you reach an end:  
●  restart from day 1 



It’s the journey that matters 

●  No save points 
●  When you reach an end:  
●  restart from day 1 
●  never play the game again  



Thank you! 

@thepixelhunt 
@BMMLgame 
contact@thepixelhunt.com 


